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MAKE YOUR OWN CARD!
Cut out the shapes and place on empty board.
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PRINT: Print out the blank Ollie Bingo cards and colored shape sheets for 
each player. Print out additional colored shape sheets for the game leader to 
use. 

CUT & PASTE: Have each child cut out the colored shapes and glue them to 
their Ollie Bingo card in any order they choose, leaving the Ollie in the middle 
square free. The game leader can also cut out the colored shapes, placing 
them in a container to be drawn out of later. 

OPTIONAL: Card and colored shapes can be laminated and colored shapes 
attached with Velcro or tape for a reusable/changeable Ollie Bingo card. 
The game leader’s colored shapes can also be laminated for repeated use. 

PICK: Have washable markers available for children to cross off their shapes 
OR find an item that players can use to place on their Ollie Bingo cards when 
their colored shape is called. It can be anything around the house: stickers, fun 
foam pieces, pennies, Cheerios, M&Ms, dried beans, small toys, etc. 

NOTE: Please choose items that are not a choking hazard based on the ages 
of the children playing. 

PLAY: The game leader draws from the container of colored shapes and 
calls out the colored shape selected. Players mark or place their item on the 
colored shape if it appears on their Ollie Bingo card. The middle Ollie square 
is a FREE space that all players can mark or place an item on. Once a player 
has a line completed (vertical, horizontal or diagonal), they call out “OLLIE” 
and win the game. If desired, the game can continue until all players have a 
completed line.  

REPEAT: The blank Ollie Bingo card and shape sheets makes it possible for 
children to make limitless card combinations using the colored shapes.  

INSTRUCTIONS 


